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Abstract—Synthetic aperture imaging has been a focus of research for almost 3 decades. The research carried out at the Center for Fast Ultrasound Imaging has demonstrated that synthetic aperture focusing not only can be used in-vivo, but that it also yields superior B-mode and blood flow images.

In the last years synthetic aperture focusing has moved from the lab to commercial products. The implementations vary in their scope and purpose. Some scanners use synthetic aperture imaging to improve the detail and contrast resolution of the system. Others to increase the image uniformity. Yet others use synthetic aperture acquisition to achieve high frame rates and superior flow estimations. On the other end of the scale are the systems that utilize synthetic aperture techniques to reduce the data rate and take advantage of modern computer hardware.

Retrospective transmit beam formation, zone sonography, and multiple angle flash imaging are just a few of the names used to describe the commercial implementations of synthetic aperture focusing. Although they sound like different algorithms, they are the same in their core, as revealed in this paper.

I. INTRODUCTION

We start our journey in with a short history of beamforming in which we explore the different challenges that designers face. We look at basic system parameters like resolution, frame rate, and image uniformity in the next section. The following sections III, IV, and V address each of the challenges and show how resolution can be improved by synthetic receive aperture, image uniformity by synthetic transmit aperture with virtual sources, and the frame rate by sparse synthetic transmit aperture. Finally we look at the exciting opportunities for precise flow estimation in section VII.

II. SHORT HISTORY OF BEAMFORMING

Ultrasound imaging is a pulse-echo modality, in which an acoustic pulse is transmitted in the tissue. As the pulse propagates some of the energy is reflected and scattered back to the transducer. An image is formed by focusing a beam in the imaged direction.

The transmission has traditionally been focused and delay-and-sum beamforming has been applied on the signals received by a transducer array as shown in Fig. 1. A line in the image s(t) is formed by applying delays τj on the received signals gj(t). The echoes are apodized by applying weight coefficients aj. Both, the apodization coefficients, and the delays are a function of depth (time) leading to a dynamic receive beamforming. The process is expressed mathematically as

\[ s(t) = \sum_{j=1}^{N_r} a_j(t)g_j(t - \tau_j), \]

where Nr is the number of active receive elements. The area spanned by the transmit and receive elements represents the transmit and receive apertures, respectively. For many applications this processing is sufficient, but there are a number of areas, where it is desirable to overcome some inherent limitations due the delay-and-sum beamformer, combined with focused transmits:

A. Performance/cost tradeoff

The lateral resolution of the system, measured as the full width of the beam at half maximum (bFWHM) can be approximated roughly as:

\[ b_{FWHM} \sim \lambda f_{\#} = \lambda \frac{F}{D}, \]

where \( \lambda \) is the wavelength, F is the focus depth, and D is the size of the aperture. The value \( f_{\#} \) is known as the “f-number” and is defined as the ratio between the focal distance and the aperture size.

The performance of a system is directly proportional to the size of the active aperture, which translates into a large number of (primarily receive) channels. The cost of the system is also directly proportional to the number of channels. Ideally we would like to create a large imaging aperture without an increase in the number of processing channels.
Fig. 2. Example point spread functions. A - one focal zone, B - 6 receive focal zones, C - 6 zones receive xmt and rcv, D - 128 elem, 4 zones xmt, F - 128 elem, xmt \( f_g \) = 4, rcv \( f_g \) = 2.

### B. Frame rate

Sound waves propagate with a finite speed in tissue, which on average is assumed to be

\[
c = 1540 \text{ m/s}.
\]

The number of lines in the image must meet the sampling criteria and is often rather large - up to 200 - 400 lines. The time for acquiring a single line is then:

\[
T_{prf} = \frac{2z_{max}}{c},
\]

where \( z_{max} \) is the maximum scan depth. Let the number of lines in the image be \( N_l \), the time for acquisition of a single frame is \( T_{prf} \times N_l \). The frame rate is then

\[
f_{fr} = \frac{c}{2N_l z_{max}}.
\]

Assuming a typical abdominal scan with a curved linear array with 192 elements, and a line density of 1.5 lines per element we have \( N_l = 288 \). The scan depth is typically up to 15 cm, and in larger patients 20 - 25 cm, which gives frame rates in the range of

\[
f_{fr} \sim 12 - 17 \text{ frames/sec}.
\]

Color flow mapping requires a number of shots - typically 4 to 16 - for every beam in which the flow is estimated, which further reduces the frame rate.

To overcome this limitation, parallel beamforming is used, which introduces a problem with image uniformity.

### C. Image uniformity

Fig. 2 shows the point spread function of a ultrasound system as a function of depth. It can be seen that it is spatially variant. The focusing capabilities of the system deteriorate away from the transmit focus. Many systems overcome this problem by using \( N_f \) transmit foci, which reduces the frame rate by a factor \( N_f \). To decrease the overall acquisition time, systems may utilize a varying acquisition duration (shortest acquisition time for the closest focal zone, longer for the next, etc.)

Parallel beamforming can be used to increase the frame rate. When more than 2 beams are formed in parallel, artifacts in the image appear. The main reason is that beams lying close to the center of the transmitted beam have higher levels than beams at the edges. Simple gain does not suffice, since there is a variation in signal-to-noise ratio as well as in propagation time (phase).

### III. ENLARGING THE RECEIVE APERTURE

A common technique used today is the use of synthetic receive aperture [2], [3]. Fig. 3 illustrates the process of synthetic receive aperture focusing. In the example, the same transmit aperture is used twice to scan a line in the image. Two different apertures are used in receive. Which receive elements that are active during the first acquisition, and which during the second, is in principle irrelevant. Since data are acquired over a number of emissions, motion artifacts are present. Motion compensation is desirable in the case of fast motion, and has been investigated by Nock and Trahey [2], [3]. Two cases have been considered grouping the elements in right/left subapertures and grouping them in odd/even (interleaved) subapertures. The correlation between the beamformed lines from the two acquisitions is higher when the elements of the subapertures are interleaved. This allows for motion estimation between the two firings and subsequent motion compensation.

In practice, however, the choice of subapertures is dictated by how multiplexors are connected to the transducer elements, and their switching speed. A more common method is to divide the elements in inner and outer sub-apertures, and is shown in Fig. 3. Usually the apodization function is dynamic, and attempts to maintain a constant \( f_g \). In the start only the elements closest to the center of the transmit beam are used in receive beam sum. Inner elements are needed immediately after the emission. As the aperture grows more the elements from the outer subaperture get activated. This relaxes the requirements for switch times of the multiplexors compared to the odd/even or the interleaved cases.

Fig. 4 shows the maximum number of receive elements for a curved abdominal probe. The upper subplot shows the
beam element acceptance angle
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Fig. 4. Maximum number of used elements as a function of depth. Geometry used to determine the number of elements is shown in the upper subplot, and the maximum number of used elements in the bottom plot. The dashed line shows the limit of 128 elements. The ultrasound probe is a curved abdominal array with 192 elements, center frequency of 4 MHz, and a radius of curvature of 61.5 mm, and a pitch of 330 µm.

geometry used to determine the number of elements that can be used in receive. An element can be used when the samples in the beam are inside the acceptance angle of the respective element.

The acceptance angle $\theta$ is found from the radiation pattern of the element, also known as element factor. $\theta$ is the angle at which the radiation pattern $A(\theta)$ drops below a desired level. A good value lies between 30% and 50% of the maximum element sensitivity. A useful approximation for the normalized radiation pattern is given by [4]

$$ A(\theta) = \frac{\sin(\pi \omega / \lambda \sin \theta)}{\pi \omega / \lambda \sin \theta} \cos \theta, \quad (5) $$

where $\lambda = c/f_0$ is the wavelength, $\omega = 2\pi f_0$, and $f_0$ is the center frequency.

As it can be seen, even for a curved array it is possible to use all elements in the probe. Many scanners have less than 128 simultaneously active channels (often only 64) and a receive aperture is synthesized to improve image resolution, contrast, and penetration depth.

IV. CREATING AN UNIFORM IMAGE

Most phased array systems use a fixed transmit focus and dynamic receive focusing. As shown in Fig. 2, the fixed transmit focus imposes limitations on the quality of the image away from the transmit focus. A practical approach was suggested in 1995 by Freeman, Li and O’Donnel [5] and named “retrospective dynamic transmit focusing”. The approach uses the fact that a beam spans several image lines. In the original work, the authors suggest to use a depth-dependent filter bank of inverse filters which are applied on the scan lines in a lateral direction.

This approach has been further refined by a number of researchers as synthetic transmit aperture with focused virtual sources [6]–[9]. A similar approach is used in commercial scanners [10].

The geometry is illustrated in Fig. 5. It uses a simple geometrical approximation of the wave propagation. The transmitted beam is assumed to converge at the transmit focus. For emission $k$, the transmit focus is located at $\vec{v}_k$. The focal point is considered as a virtual source, which transmits spherical waves. To beamform a point $\vec{p}$, we need to coherently sum the echoes coming to the transducer surface. The total propagation time from the origin of emission $k$ to the beamformed point $\vec{p}$ and back to a transducer element with coordinates $\vec{x}_j$ is:

$$ t = \frac{1}{c} (|\vec{v}_k - \vec{x}_k| + |\vec{p} - \vec{v}_k| + |\vec{x}_j - \vec{p}|) \quad (6) $$

Beamformers operate either with relative delays (one channel relative to another) or with absolute propagation times. In the case of synthetic transmit aperture the propagation time can be divided in transmit and receive propagation time [9]:

$$ t = t_x + t_r. \quad (7) $$

The receive propagation time is

$$ t_r = \frac{|\vec{x}_j - \vec{p}|}{c} \quad (8) $$

It is independent of the transmission and do not need to be changed from acquisition to acquisition [11]. The transmit propagation time is

$$ t_x = \frac{1}{c} (|\vec{v}_k - \vec{x}_k| + |\vec{p} - \vec{v}_k|) \quad (9) $$

It contains 2 components: the first from the transducer surface to the focal point $\vec{v}_k$, and the second from the focal point to the imaged point $\vec{p}$. Most systems will have identical transmissions, and the first component will be constant $t_v$:

$$ t_v = \frac{|\vec{v}_k - \vec{x}_k|}{c} \quad (10) $$
The beamforming of a line $s(t)$ becomes

$$s(t) = \sum_{k=1}^{N_r} \sum_{j=1}^{N_r} a_j(t)g_{kj}(t - \tau_x(k,t) - \tau_r(j,t))$$ \hspace{1cm} (11)

where $\tau_x$ is the relative transmit delay which varies with the transmission $k$ and $\tau_r(j,t)$ is the relative receive delay.

There are different architectural possibilities to implement this type of synthetic transmit aperture beamforming and Fig. 6 shows one of them. The first stage is a beamformer, which receives channel data and performs a delay and sum beamforming. Ideally, this is the only stage doing coherent processing, but often practical limitations necessitate the distribution of processing over several units.

The second processing unit is called "coherent image former", and this is the place where accumulation of partial beam-sums from different emissions occurs. The processing from (11) can be divided between the two units as:

$$s_k(t) = \sum_{j=1}^{N_r} a_j(t)g_{kj}(t - \tau_x(k,t) - \tau_r(j,t))$$ \hspace{1cm} (12)

$$s(t) = \sum_{k=1}^{N_r} s_k(t)$$ \hspace{1cm} (13)

or as

$$s_k(t) = \sum_{j=1}^{N_r} a_j(t)g_{kj}(t - \tau_r(j,t))$$ \hspace{1cm} (14)

$$s(t) = \sum_{k=1}^{N_r} s_k(t)$$ \hspace{1cm} (15)

Notice that the coherent image former can be used to perform both synthetic transmit, and synthetic receive focusing. The image former needs a buffer large enough to store a portion of the image corresponding to the maximum extent of the transmit beam. According to reference [12], modern commercial scanners can beamform up to 64 beams in parallel.

The use of synthetic transmit aperture beamforming has a large impact on the image quality as shown in Fig. 7. The scan has been performed using a 128-element linear array with a center frequency $f_0$ of 7.5 MHz, pitch of 208 µm. The transmit focus is placed at 40 mm. The number of active receive elements is 64. The same data set has been used to create images with and without synthetic transmit focusing. The result of applying synthetic transmit aperture focusing is an increased signal-to-noise ratio, higher resolution and penetration depth.

Fig. 8 shows the achievable resolution for a scatterer placed 100 mm below the transducer. The transmit focus is varied between 30 mm and 75 mm at steps of 5 mm. In columns 1 and 3 the focusing in receive is dynamic. In columns 2 and 4 the dynamic receive focusing is combined with synthetic transmit aperture focusing based on a virtual source element.

*Fig. 6. Conceptual block diagram of imaging engine capable of synthetic transmit (and/or receive) aperture focusing (from [12]).

*Fig. 7. B-mode images of a tissue-mimicking phantom (from [9]). The two images are created from the same receive data, but in the right one synthetic transmit focusing has been applied.

*Fig. 8. Simulated B-mode images of a scatterer placed 100 mm below the transducer. The transmit focus is varied between 30 mm and 75 mm at steps of 5 mm. In columns 1 and 3 the focusing in receive is dynamic. In columns 2 and 4 the dynamic receive focusing is combined with synthetic transmit aperture focusing based on a virtual source element.
the focal distance $F$ results in smaller acceptance angle for the transmit aperture, hence a smaller transmit aperture can be synthesized (see Fig. 5). A useful rule of the thumb can be that the achievable resolution is equal to the resolution at the transmit focus. A more extensive study of how much the geometric approximation of virtual sources matches the real beam profile, and the influence of the opening angle can be found in [1], [9], [13], [14]

V. HIGH FRAME RATE

Sparse synthetic transmit aperture imaging has the potential for high frame rate imaging by decoupling the transmissions from the image size [16]–[21].

Fig. 9 illustrates synthetic transmit aperture focusing. The principle of synthetic transmit aperture imaging is to acquire backscattered data with different phase and amplitude information which will allow to reconstruct the image using, for example, delay-and-sum beamforming. Fig. 9 shows the use of spherical wave transmission to scan the region. First a spherical wave is created such as its origin is at the one end of the transducer. The wave propagates in the whole region under investigation and is back scattered to the transducer. Then the acquisition is repeated, but this time the origin of the spherical wave is positioned at another spatial location. The process is repeated until the whole transmit aperture is spanned by the centers of origin of the spherical waves. At every emission a full image is created by delay and sum beamforming. These images have a low resolution, since beamforming is performed only in receive. Combining a number of low resolution images creates a high-resolution image.

A certain insight can be gained by inspecting the process of creating a high-resolution image. Consider Fig. 10. It shows how an image of a single point scatterer is created using 5 emissions (only 4 actually plotted). First the left-most element sends a wave. Upon reception a low-resolution image $L^{(1)}$ is formed. The high-resolution image $H^{(n)}$ at step $n$ is formed by accumulating the low-resolution images

$$H^{(n)} = H^{(n-1)} + L^{(n)}$$  \hspace{0.5cm} (16)

So after the first emission, $H^{(1)} = L^{(1)}$. The image is tilted towards the origin of the emission. After the second emission a second low resolution $L^{(2)}$ image is created. The point spread function at the point scatterer is now rotated at a different angle and is facing the direction of the second emission. The center of rotation is the beamformed point. Adding $L^{(1)}$ to $H^{(1)}$ means that the echoes at the center of the point are summed in phase and hence amplified. The echoes at the edges of the point spread function are added out of phase and hence attenuated. Repeating the acquisition, so that the whole aperture is covered, results in an image of the point scatterer that has much higher lateral resolution than the individual low-resolution images. This process is explained more rigorously in [1].
In practice multiple elements are used to create a spherical wave. Instead of using the center of the active aperture as the origin of the transmission, it is better to use the propagation path from a virtual source placed “behind” the transducer surface to the imaged point and back to a receive element as shown in Fig. 11. The propagation path consists of the same components as in (6), but the time from the aperture to the virtual source must be subtracted:

\[
t = \frac{1}{c} (|\vec{p} - \vec{v}_k| + |\vec{x}_k - \vec{p}| - |\vec{v}_k - \vec{x}_k|) \quad (17)
\]

The image quality of synthetic transmit aperture has been evaluated in a pre-clinical study by Pedersen, Gammelmark, and Jensen [22], [23]. The double-blinded study revealed that the synthetic aperture images have better image quality than conventional dynamically focused images.

Resolution is dependent on the size of the transmit aperture and a sparse transmit aperture can significantly increase the frame rate.

Presently, only research systems have been built that implementing synthetic transmit aperture focusing [11], [11], [17], [24]–[28]. The system designed by Jensen et al. [26] partitions the beamformation differently compared to the system depicted in Fig. 6. The beamformer is split in a number of physical units, each processing data from up to 16 channels. Each unit creates “partial” high resolution images, which are accumulated over all emissions that go into the high resolution image, but only for the receive channels that are physically connected to the beamforming unit. After all emissions have been performed, then the partial high resolution images are summed in a second stage. The beamforming units are implemented in FPGAs. The internal RAM is used as a cache. The total image is stored in external DRAM. A portion of the image is read into the FPGA’s buffers, the channel data are added to the buffer according to a propagation delay calculated either by (6) or by (17). Then the cache is stored back to the external RAM and another portion of the image is processed.

A similar approach has been used in a commercial system developed by Zonare (420 N. Bernardo Ave, Mountain View, CA 94043-5209), in which the processing is handled by digital signal processors [29], [30]. Few transmissions per zone relieve the requirements for processing power, while maintaining image quality and frame rate comparable to conventional systems.

Looking at Fig. 10 one can see that the essence of creating a high-resolution image is to illuminate a point scatterer from different directions and add the return echoes coherently. What is important is to be able to model the wavefront of the impinging wave. Virtual sources provide a simple geometric model for focused or unfocused waves. One type of unfocused waves are the plane waves. Plane waves have been used as a method alternative to sparse synthetic transmit aperture to achieve high frame rates [31]–[33].

Normal delay and sum beamforming can be used also with plane wave imaging. The receive delays are calculated as in focused transmit imaging. The transmit delays must take into consideration the propagation of the plane wave as shown in Fig. 13. A convenient method is to add a constant time offset \( t_v \) to the delays used to generate the plane wave. This means that the plane wavefronts are rotated about a point placed “behind” the transducer. The propagation time from the center of the transducer array to a point in the image placed at coordinates \((x, z)\) (see Fig. 13) is [33]:

\[
x = t_v + \frac{1}{c} (z \cos \alpha + x \sin \alpha) \quad (18)
\]

Investigations have shown that 7 to 9 acquisitions using plane waves produce images with quality comparable to using focused emissions.

VI. LOW-DATA RATE SYSTEMS

A large part of the cost in an ultrasound system is carried by the specialized beamforming hardware. Modern scanners often use field-programmable gate arrays, which gives certain flexibility and configurability, but are nevertheless relatively difficult to program and modify.

Recent advances in computer hardware makes it tempting to implement beamforming in computer hardware, but the main obstacle is getting the channel data into the system.
At present, a PCI express link has a data rate of about 250 MB/s per lane. Sampling, for example, at 20 MHz, 2 bytes per sample results in a data rate of 40 MB/s. Data from only 6 channels can be sent via a PCI express link at full speed.

The required data rate can be reduced using synthetic aperture focusing without compromise in the image quality. One method is to use sparse synthetic transmit aperture reducing the number of acquisitions per second, and another is to use two-stage beamforming [9], [13], [14].

### A. Sparse transmit aperture

Figure 14 shows a sparse synthetic aperture image. It uses a 7.5 MHz λ-pitch linear array transducer, which results in lower angular sensitivity. The number of elements is 64. The image is comparable to what can be obtained using focused emissions, in spite of the transmit “sparseness”.

As described in the previous section, recent investigations using plane wave transmissions have shown that 7 to 9 acquisitions results in an image with quality comparable to conventional scanners that need to perform on the order of 100 to 200 or more acquisition per image. A typical system has a penetration depth of no more than 500 wave lengths. Sampling at 4 times the center frequency gives 4000 samples per acquisition. Designing a system with 128 active channels with a frame rate of 15 to 20 frames / second results in a data rate of

\[
\text{datarate} = \text{frames/s} \times \text{shots/frame} \times \text{channels} \times \text{bytes/channel}
\]

\[
= 20 \times 10 \times 128 \times 8000
\]

\[
= 192 \text{ (MB/s)},
\]

which is well within the capabilities of modern hardware. There exist commercial systems that utilize this sparseness.

### B. Two stage beamforming

Two stage beamforming is another way of decreasing the bandwidth to a programmable beamforming unit. The processing is divided in two stages, where the first stage implements fixed focus beamforming. The geometry is shown in Fig. 15. Same delays are applied in transmit and receive and a virtual source \(\vec{v}_k\) is created at the fixed focus point. Only the elements within the limits of the active aperture \(D_a\) are used. The delays both in transmit and in receive in the first stage are determined from the geometric distances between the element positions \(\vec{x}_j\) and the virtual source \(\vec{v}_k\).

The beamforming in the second stage uses delays calculated from the geometric distances between the virtual point \(\vec{v}_k\) and the image point \(\vec{p}\). The propagation is assumed to be two way - from the virtual point \(\vec{v}_k\) to the image point \(\vec{p}\) and back to the virtual point \(\vec{v}_k\). The calculation of the propagation time is thus

\[
t = 2 \frac{|\vec{v}_k - \vec{x}_k|}{c} \pm 2 \frac{|\vec{p} - \vec{v}_k|}{c}
\]

(20)

When the point \(\vec{p}\) is between the array and the virtual source, the second term in the expression must be subtracted, else added.

Fig. 16 shows the result of two-stage beamforming. Because delays in the second stage compensate for beam diffraction, the synthetic aperture image is focused better.

As a rule of thumb, using two stage beamforming will require creating a number of virtual sources equal to the number of transducer elements. For a 128-element system the data rate will be 128 times less. Designing a system with a 128-element transducer, and a frame rate of 20 frames/s results in a bandwidth of

\[
\text{datarate} = \text{frames/s} \times \text{shots/frame} \times \text{bytes/virtsrc}
\]

\[
= 20 \times 128 \times 8000
\]

\[
\approx 20 \text{ (MB/s)}. \tag{21}
\]

For comparison, USB 2 has a peak data rate of 60 MB/s.
VII. FLOW ESTIMATION

A major advantage of synthetic aperture focusing is that it allows beamforming a full ultrasound image or a large region in a few transmit/receive events. Flow estimation requires repeated scans of the same spatial location. The pulse repetition frequency is limited by the ability of the estimator to track maximum displacement between measurements. Using an autocorrelation estimator, the displacement of the signal between two measurements should not exceed quarter of a wavelength, \( \lambda/4 \) [35]. The uncertainty of the estimates is dependent on the ensemble length of the measurements, which typically varies between 4 and 16.

Because of the inherent capability of synthetic aperture focusing to form full image, it is possible to track the motion in the whole image [1], [36] Consider the example of scanning the carotid artery, which has a maximum flow of about 2 m/s. The desired pulse-repetition frequency between two pulses is 2.3 kHz or more at a center frequency \( f_0 = 7.5MHz \).

A typical scan depth is about 4 cm, which allows for 19 kHz pulse repetition frequency. This makes it possible to have a sparse synthetic aperture sequence with 5 to 8 shots per image. The advantage of using synthetic transmit aperture focusing is that it allows for very long ensemble lengths of up to 128 shots per estimate. Furthermore, beams can be formed in the direction of the flow increasing the correlation between data and enabling vector flow estimation.

An analysis of the acquisition process and the nature of the motion artifacts shows that it is possible to generate a high-resolution image after every emission [20] and to estimate the flow with very high-precision using interleaved calculation of the correlation function [36].

Fig. 17 illustrates the acquisition process using only transmissions across the aperture. Combining emissions \( n - 3 \) with emission \( n - 2 \) can produce a high-resolution image. Combining emission \( n - 2 \) with emission \( n - 1 \) can produce another high-resolution image. Due to the combination of motion with element position and acquisition sequence, the two high-resolution images will not be optimally correlated. A better correlation will exist between the images created with emissions \( (n - 3) + (n - 2) \) and \( (n - 1) + (n) \). If the motion is constant, the same correlation will exist between images \( (n - 4) + (n - 3) \) and \( (n - 2) + (n - 1) \). These two correlation functions can be averaged to yield a better motion estimate. In essence, for a sparse synthetic aperture using \( N_{xmt} \) acquisitions per image, the total acquisition time needed to create a flow image can be decreased \( N_{xmt} \) times by using the estimation procedure suggested in [36] without deterioration of image quality and with increased temporal resolution.

Fig. 18 shows an example of an in-vivo synthetic aperture image using cross-correlation velocity estimation and directional beamforming. Despite its smooth appearance, only the raw estimates are shown without any form of post processing. The smoothness is due to high-temporal locality of the estimates and the large size of the data set used in the estimation process.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Synthetic aperture focusing has been adopted by manufacturers of ultrasound equipment as in routine use in commercial scanners. The versatility of the technique makes it useful in a number of applications - from increased image quality in systems using conventional transmit focusing, to high-frame-rate, high-performance systems, to low-cost high-image quality scanners.
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Fig. 18. In vivo color flow map image at a 77-degree flow angle for the jugular vein and carotid artery. The color scale indicates the velocity along the flow direction, where red hues indicate forward flow and blue reverse flow (from [37]).
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